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Keep your memories sharp
With the right resources, treasured family photos won't be lost to
future generations
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Our photographs.

They tell stories and, more important, document a link to the past and its treasured memories.

Pictures unite us with what occurred last week (your child's birthday party) or more than 50 years ago (your

grandparents' wedding).

Photos tell us how we came to be and why generations to come deserve that snapshot of time.

All too often, though, we're careless about preserving these memories. Sometimes we lose them to

unexpected calamity such as a flood or fire.

Sometimes they're just misplaced.

Technology can help save your memories by scanning photos and slides into a computer.

Once they're digitized, you can transfer the images to CDs or DVDs or upload to your personal Web site to

share with friends and family.

You can buy a scanner and do it yourself, if you have the time and if you're comfortable with the tools

needed to crop, correct and clean up photos.

Or you can hire an archiving company to scan the photos for you. Dozens of such companies will do the

work for a fee, usually per photo or slide. You can have an online family album built and also receive a DVD

or CDs.

Either way, you have a safe copy of your images, plus the originals.

Interested? Let us help you get started.

Do it yourself

Consumer scanners are affordable and provide one of the easiest ways to preserve your photos.

Marquita Alcartado, owner of Camera Arts in Sacramento and a photography expert, likes the Canon

scanners, which range from $99 to $199.
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"It's a modest investment if you're looking to archive 100, even 1,000 images, at a time," she says. "That's

not unusual. But recently, I had someone come in looking to preserve 9,000 slides."

You're in charge when you scan photos. (They're not physically sent somewhere else.) Purchase a scanner

that delivers adequate resolution so your pictures will have the sharpness and clarity you desire.

Certain scanner models allow only for scanning photos; others can be adjusted to input slides or negatives.

Scanning at home can be time-consuming – not to mention there's a learning curve if, for example, you've

never worked with a photographic software program such as Adobe Photoshop or Microsoft Photo Editor.

Most scanners come with basic editing software, allowing you to add text or correct colors.

Want recommendations? Look to friends, family or experts for help. ConsumerReports.org, PC World or

Macworld, for instance, all review products and software.

According to Macworld magazine, scanning also requires a hefty amount of hard-disk storage space. For

example, it says that 100 4-by-6-inch prints scanned at 300 dpi (dots per inch), the lowest resolution

Macworld recommends, take up 600 megabytes of space. (A higher dpi number results in a better image.)

That's why backing up your work on an external hard drive or on CDs and DVDs is a storage-saving option.

More work, too.

Pat Johnson, senior archivist for the Sacramento Archives and Museum Collection Center, knows

everything about preserving images. SAMCC maintains the archives of the city and the county.

"We help tell the official story of the area, both socially and culturally," she says.

Johnson also gives talks to genealogical groups on preserving family photos.

She suggests several ways to cut down on the amount of scanning.

First: Plan ahead

"You have to self-edit the pictures or slides," she says. "If you've got a sack of photos and no one can

identify certain ones (either by face, date or landmark), why are you holding on to them?

"It sounds brutal, but it's something we do here."

Second: Divvy up the project.

Unless you want to do all the work, distribute portions of the photos (by year or subject) to other family

members so no one person has to scan a generation's worth.

"If you find a photo everyone wants, scan that and make duplicates," Johnson says.

Be patient. Scanning the photos yourself is both labor and love. It can take two to three minutes per scan,

depending on the size and how fast you work.

Pay someone to scan
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If you don't have time or the inclination to scan your photos, many companies will do it for you.

For example, ScanCafe in San Francisco will scan photos, slides and negatives. Experts won't touch your

originals, but they will correct the color, clean up and remove blemishes like cracks and water stains in the

scanned images.

Sam Allen, chief executive officer, started ScanCafe a year and a half ago after he and his business partners

attempted to archive their own family photos.

"We found that a lot of other services were expensive and forced the customer to do a lot of the labor," he

says. "Most folks don't have a slide projector to review slides or a light table to figure out negatives."

ScanCafe accepts any size job, from one image to thousands. Once a customer's order has been digitized, the

images are loaded into an online gallery. Customers review the pictures online and discard any they don't

want.

"There's no limit," Allen says. "I've had as many as 50,000 pictures sent to me. You might send 1,000 and

choose to keep 700. Also, if you send them in chronological order, that's how your site is built."

Once you've edited your images, ScanCafe puts the images on a DVD, which you receive along with your

originals.

Allen estimates that his service is a third to a fourth cheaper than other services. It costs 27 cents per image,

up to 8 by 10 inches at 600 dpi resolution. Slides are 29 cents (3,000 dpi), and negatives are 24 cents per

image (not per strip) at 3,000 dpi.

For example, if you send ScanCafe 1,000 photos and you keep 50 percent of them on your site, it costs

about $135.

ScanCafe doesn't charge for the DVD, and there are no fees for cleaning up scanned images or increasing

the resolution if needed.

Concerned about mailing your treasured photos?

Allen set up ScanCafe to integrate with UPS.

"Once you create an account, we generate a prepaid UPS label you print and paste on your box before

shipping," he says. "The bar code is built into our database so you can track your order. Once we receive it,

you'll get updates on when the order will be loaded online for reviewing."

Allen says ScanCafe has converted about 11 million images in the last 18 months with no problems.

"Our guarantee is that if we lose anything, the customer gets $1,000 in cash and a year of free scanning," he

says.

Another bonus? Once your gallery is built, you can alert family members to check it out – even help identify

people in the photos and get a copy of the DVD.

If your order is less than 1,000 images, it takes about six weeks to complete. For more information, go to
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www.scancafe.com.

A little of both

Elisa Taylor of Auburn took on a major photo restoration project: Scanning the pictures from 80 photo

albums and 57 trays of slides.

"These came from my grandparents, who both have passed away. Some of the images date back to the

1850s," she says.

Taylor, 37, has a close-knit family, most of which lives near her.

She started the project a year ago, sorting through the images, 80 percent of which she says are identifiable.

Taylor purchased a Hewlett- Packard scanner that allows her to scan six to eight images at a time. She does

the color correction and cropping using photo editing software and estimates she's spent more than 80

hours so far, with 30 albums to go.

As for the slides, which number about 1,200, she will send those to Durable Memories in Fair Oaks to be

scanned. When both projects are complete, Durable Memories will put all the images in chronological order.

Taylor's goal is to produce a DVD with voice-overs from her grandparents' three children – her father, aunt

and uncle – hopefully in time for Christmas.

She estimates that the project, including digitizing the slides, will cost about $5,000.

"I can't imagine not being able to pass these memories down to my three children," Taylor says.

ShareThis

Call The Bee's Leigh Grogan, (916) 321-1129.
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